


SAMPLE DETECTION TECHNOLOGY
Test begins only when meter has sensed enough blood 

More blood may be added for up to 60 seconds

Improved tab design allows for quick and easy wicking

AT-HOME TESTING
Increase Compliance, Communication and Confi dence. 

As part of a complete treatment plan, at-home testing benefi ts 

your patients, your clients and your clinic. 

For Your Patients:

Reduces risk of stress hyperglycemia associated with 

clinic visits, particularly in cats4

Readings are more accurate so you can make more 

informed treatment decisions

Hypoglycemia can be detected immediately5

For Your Clients:

Increased involvement in their pet’s treatment plan, 

leading to improved compliance 

Increased self-confi dence in their ability to manage 

their pet’s diabetes6

Easy-to-use monitor and lancing device 

Convenient testing from the comfort of their home, 

which pet owners prefer7 

For Your Clinic:

Sale of monitor and consumables produces revenue

More accurate diagnoses and treatment plans

Discussion of results can be done remotely, freeing up time 

in clinic and reducing paperwork and other costs

AlphaTRAK 2 Blood 
Glucose Meter is 
Calibrated for Pets, 
Not Humans 
Calibrated for Pets, 

WHY USE AlphaTRAK 2 SPECIES-SPECIFIC
PORTABLE BLOOD GLUCOSE METER?
All Blood Is Not Created Equal

The distribution of glucose in blood differs among humans, 

cats and dogs 1,2

Human meters underestimate the levels of blood glucose in

dogs and cats3

Quick and Easy

Reliable readings ready in seconds

One-touch setting for each species (cat and dog)3
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* Commerical reference lab is at zero on this graph.
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Comparison of Three Portable Blood 
Glucose Monitors to a Commercial 
Reference Laboratory

Based on the comparison study, the 

accuracy of the AlphaTRAK 2 Meter is 

superior to that of the human portable 

blood glucose meters in measuring 

blood glucose in dogs and cats.3

Sample size for other commonly used 
portable blood glucose meters

AlphaTRAK 2 sample size

Only 0.3 µL 0.6 µL 1 µL 2 µL 4 µL

Smaller Blood Sample Size for AlphaTRAK 2 vs. Other Meters

EXTENDED RANGE
AlphaTRAK 2 has a blood glucose testing range of 20-750 mg/dL. 

The extended range allows for more pinpointed results for cats and 

dogs, whose normal blood glucose level ranges often fall outside 

the normal ranges of humans. 

ADVANCED TEST STRIP DESIGN
Sample strip automatically turns the meter on 
and o�  for quicker testing

May add more blood for up to 60 seconds, 
resulting in fewer wasted strips

Requires only 0.3 uL of blood

Results are ready in seconds 

Angled sample area on the strip makes positioning of it to the blood drop on 
the animal easier

Sample tab is designed to break the meniscus of the blood sample for fast wicking

Glucose

Red Blood Cells

Plasma

HOW GLUCOSE AND INSULIN 
WORK TOGETHER

Portable blood glucose meters use whole blood, 

which includes glucose in the plasma and red blood 

cells. AlphaTRAK 2 accounts for the differences in the 

distribution of glucose in whole blood of different 

species to accurately predict glucose levels. 
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